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THE LEADING RUNNER OF GEARED MOTORS, 

GUGJE GEARED MOTOR CO., LTD. IS PROCEEDING TO THE WORLD
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COMPANY HISTORY

Apr., 1979    Founded the company in Oryu-dong, Guro-gu, Seoul
May,1979    Developed SMALL GEARHEAD
Jul.,  1982    Developed AC SHADED POLE INDUCTION GEARED MOTOR
May,1983    Developed SHYNCRONOUS GEARED MOTOR
Feb.,1984    Developed AC&DC GEARED MOTOR of LG Electronics
Apr., 1985    Developed AC&DC GEARED MOTOR of SAMSUNG Electronics
Mar.,1986    Developed GEARHEAD for DC MICRO MOTOR    
May, 1986    Developed ICE CRUSHER GEARHEAD
Apr., 1990    Developed DC GEARED MOTOR of HAITAI Electronics
Sep.,1992    Developed STANDARD DC GRARED MOTOR
Jan., 1993    Developed DC MICRO MOTOR
Dec.,1993    Moved the company building   

(in 327-3, Songnae-dong, Sosa-ku, Bucheon, Gyeonggi-do)
Jun., 1994    Developed extracting system for regular coffee 

(joint development with SAMSUNG Electronics)   
Apr., 1995    Developed AC GEARED MOTOR of MANDO Inc.
May, 1995    Began exporting AC GEARED MOTOR to the U.S.A.
Apr., 1996    Developed GEARED MOTOR for ventilators of LG Electronics
Apr., 1997    Took out a patent for GEARHEAD for small motors 
Apr., 1997    Took out a resemblance patent for GEARHEAD for small motors
May, 1997   Developed CARD DISPENSE       
Oct.  1997   Began exporting DC MICRO GEARED MOTOR to Japan
May, 1998    Developed GEARHEAD for refrigerators of LG Electronics 
Nov.,1998    Took out a patent for a vending machine of lottery tickets 
Nov.,1998    Took out utility patent for small GEARHEAD
Dec.,1999     Acquired ISO 9001 Certification 

(from Creativity Business Quality Management) 
Dec.,1999   Developed MOLD TYPE COMPACT GEARED MOTOR
Aug., 2000    Acquired UL Certification 

for AC SHADED POLE INDUCTION MOTOR   
May, 2002    Founded the second factory 

(in 272-11, Dodang-dong, Wonmi-ku, Bucheon, Gyeonggi-do)
Nov., 2002    Selected as a venture company 

(by Gyeonggi Small and Medium Business Administration)
May, 2003    Developed STANDARD AC MOTOR & GEARHEAD
Jun., 2003    Acquired UL Certification for STANDARD AC MOTOR 
Oct., 2003    Acquired CE Cerfication for STANDARD AC MOTOR
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Characteristic of Torque
① : Starting Torque
② : Stalling Torque
③ : Rated Torque
④ : Number of Synchronous    Revolutions
⑤ : Number of No-load   Revolutions
⑥ : Number of Rated Revolutions

Number of Revolutions
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[ Overview of Motor ]

ⅠⅠ.. TYPE  OF  MOTOR 

1. Category according to phase 
The motor can be categorized in several ways, but
generally it is divided into a single-phase and a three-
phase motor depending on how many phases the
electrical source provides.

i.  Single-phase Motor
■ The single-phase electrical source is a commercial

power source for the household electricity and
represents one phase.

■ Since the electrical source alone can not make a
motor rotate, a condenser should be connected to the
auxiliary coil to operate the motor.

ii.  Three-phase Motor
■ The three-phase motor stands for electrical power and

it is consisted of three electrical sources with a phase
offset of 120 degrees in voltage.

■ When the motor is connected to the electrical source,
the magnetic field is generated and the motor starts
rotating easily.

■ The motor efficiency is high and the torque is also
relatively big.

2. Category according to function
Functionally, the motor can be grossly divided into three types. 

i. Motor of Constant Speed

a. INDUCTION MOTOR
■ This is for one-direction operation.
■ This is a representative model for small AC motors

and possible to use continuously.
■ There are two kinds: one is an induction motor with a

condenser for single-phase and the other is an
induction motor for three-phase.

■ There are two types: a lead-wire type and a terminal-
box type.      

b. REVERSIBLE MOTOR
■ This is an induction motor run by a condenser for

single-phase.
■ The external appearance is almost like that of an

induction motor, but it is suitable for such operation
that changes the rotational direction frequently from
normal to reverse, and vice versa, because a
temporary brake is inserted inside the motor to
facilitate the reverse rotation.

ii.  Motor with Brake Function
a. Electromagnetic Brake Attached Motor
■ This is a motor that has a fail-safe electromagnetic

brake.
■ The reliable control function guarantees the stability of

the motor.

■ Since the brake function is activated when the
electrical source is off, this motor can be used safely
even if the electricity fails.

b. BRAKE PACK SERIES
■ This electronic brake designed exclusively for both

induction and reversible motors is suitable for the
operation that has to apply a brake frequently.

■ There are two kinds: a brake pack with/without a
contact point.

iii. Motor with Speed Controlling Function
a. UNIT TYPE
■ This type of motor is easy to use with easy

connection between a speed controller and a motor.

b. CONTROL PACK TYPE
■ The speed controller and the motor are separated.

Therefore the speed controller and the motor can be
separately selected based on the requirements,
purposes of use, and so on 

ⅡⅡ.. CHARACTERISTIC OF MOTOR

1. Definition of Motor
■ The motor is a device that converts electrical energy

to dynamic energy.
■ The motor plays a critical roles as a heart of a

machine.

2. Characteristic of Motor
■ When connected to a power source, the motor starts

rotating to provide a source of motive power, and it is
used for household electric appliances, industrial
equipments, and automating the production lines.

i.  Wide Variety of Motors
■ The size ranges are from 60mm/6w to 90mm/200w

and there are various and rich assortment of models,
including induction motor, reversible motor,
electromagnetic brake, terminal box, speed controller,
electronic brake, etc.

■ The operating voltage also covers the worldwide
standards including 100V 50/60Hz (Japan), 200V
50/60Hz (Japan), 110V 60Hz (Taipei), 220V 60Hz
(Korea, Taipei), 115V 60Hz (North America), 230V
50Hz (Europe, Oceania), 220V~240V 50Hz
(Southeast Asia), and so forth.  

ii. Low Noise and Low Vibration
■ Higher quality requirements for the motor in relation

with place and condition of use ask for low noise and
low vibration.

■ To meet the requirements, the high precision of gear
processing and the new skiving method are
employed. To reduce the noise level an the vibration Number of Revolutions - Characteristic of Torque

level to a minimum, the rotor, a source of vibration, is
manufactured with high processing precision. 

ⅲⅲ.  Ease of Use
■ The design and production of the motor and the gear

box can be customized to the user's specifications. So
the user can use it safely and easily.

■ It is easy for a single-phase motor to operate to obtain
the source of motive power simply by connecting
condenser to the commercial electrical source, which
is available at any place around the world. Since the
condenser is not needed for a three-phase electrical
source, the motor use can be directly connected
without the condenser to a three-phase electrical
source to obtain dynamic force.

ⅢⅢ.. GLOSSARY OF MOTOR-REARTEDTERMS

1. Electrical Source
i.  AC (Alternating Current)
■ The alternating current is an electrical current that

flows with alternating electrical magnitude between a
positive (+ ) and a negative (-) electrical poles at a
certain interval of time, just as a clock pendulum
swings right and left at a fixed rhythm.

ii. DC (Direct Current)
■ The direct current is an electrical current that has a

positive (+) and a negative (-) fixed electrical sources
like battery. Therefore the direction and magnitude of
the direct current are constant. 

■ The examples of a direct current installation include
dry batteries, storage batteries, direct current
generators, and various rectifiers.

iii.  Frequency
■ The frequency is the number of complete alternations

of an alternating current per second.
■ The unit of the frequency is represented by Hertz (Hz).
■ In Korea, 60Hz is adopted as a standard frequency,

which means the alternating current alternates 60
times per second between positive (+) and negative (-)
electrical magnitudes.

2. Rating
■ The motor should be designed as to comply with the

specified requirements, and the limit of its use under
such a design is called rating.

■ Just as there are ratings specifying the limit as to how
much output can be used, there are also rating
specifications for voltage, current, number of rotations,
and frequency. These are called rated output, rated
voltage, rated current, rated number of rotations, and
rated frequency. 

■ The ratings are divided into a continuous rating, an
intermittent rating, and an interactive rating. The
INDUCTION MOTOR we manufacture belongs to a
continuous rating. Our REVERSIBLE MOTOR is an
intermittent rating (30 minutes).

i. Continuous Rating
■ When the rated load is imposed under the rated

voltage and frequency, the continuous rating means
that it can guarantee the continuous operation which
will not result in exceeding the specified temperature
and comply with the other requirements.

ii. Intermittent Rating
■When the rated load is imposed under the rated

voltage and frequency, the intermittent rating means
the operation within a specified period of time will not
result in exceeding the specified temperature and
comply with the other requirements. 

iii. Interactive Rating
■ When a motor is used with the rated load under the

rated voltage and frequency, the interactive rating
means that the cyclic operations of stopping and
running with a certain load will not result in exceeding
the specified temperature and comply with the other
requirements.  

3. Output
■ The output is an amount of work accomplished by the

motor in unit time and it is represented by the product
value of the revolutions and the torque. The rated out
is indicated in the motor.

■ Output = 1.027×10-5×T×N (Watts) 
1.027×10-5 : Fixed Number, T  : Torque (g·cm),  
N : Revolutions per  minute (RPM)

■ 1 Horse Power (HP) is 746 (Watts).
■ Rated Output

The rated output is a continuously generated output
under the specified voltage and frequency. These
specified voltage and frequency are called a rated
voltage and a rated frequency. In general, the rated
output at this time is called an output of the motor.

4. Torque and Numbers of Rotations
■ The torque of the motor is a rotating torque that makes

a rotor start working and the unit is [g·cm] or [kg·
cm]. In America, N·m, oz·in, and lb·in are in use.
1 (kg-cm) = 0.1020 (N-m) = 102 (mN-m) = 1388.7 (oz-
in) = 86.79 (lb-in)

■ The torque of 1 kg  cm is the same as the rotating
torque when 1kg of the force is added perpendicularly
to a point in the output sphere of 1cm-radius rotor. 
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i. Starting Torque (① in Fig.)
■ This is a torque when the motor is starting. It is also

referred to as a locked rotating torque.
■ If a force greater than the starting torque is applied to

the motor, the motor will not work.

ii. Stalling Torque (② in Fig.)
■This is a maximum torque that the motor can supply.
■If a load greater than the maximum torque is applied to

the motor, the motor will stop.

iii.  Rated Torque (③③ in Fig.)
■ This is a torque when the motor operates at the rated

speed.
■ This is also a torque when the motor generates a

rated output continuously with the rated voltage.

iv. Synchronous Revolutions (④④ in Fig.)
■ This is the number of rotations determined by the

frequency of the power source and the number of
poles in the motor.

Ns : Synchronous revolutions per minute (rpm)
P : Number of poles in a motor
f  : Frequency of a power source [Hz]

120 : Fixed Number 
rpm : Number of revolutions per minute

Example) If the motor has 4 poles and the power source frequency is 60Hz,

And if the motor has 4 poles and the power source frequency is
50Hz,

v. No-load Revolutions (⑤⑤ in Fig.)
■This is the number of revolutions when the motor is

operating while no load is imposed on the output axis.
In case of an induction motor or a reversible motor, the
number of revolutions is less by 20 -80 [rpm] than the
number of synchronous revolutions.

vi. Rated Revolutions (⑥⑥ in Fig.)
■This is the number of revolutions when the motor is

operating with the rated load for generating the rated
output. This is an ideal number of revolutions for use.

vii. Slip
■This is an another way of expressing the number of

revolutions and it is represented by the following
equation.

Ns : Synchronous revolutions per minute [rpm]
N : Revolutions per minute under an arbitrary load [rpm]

S : Slip
Example) If an induction motor of 4 poles and 60Hz is
operating with a slip S = 0.1,

N=                     (1-S)=1800×(1-0.1)=1620[rpm]

5. Static Torque 
The static torque is a torque experienced when a load
is being imposed while the electromagnetic brake and
the clutch brake are stopped.

6. Ambient Torque    
The ambient torque is a maximum torque allowable to
use when the motor is operating. This torque has a
limitation by the rated torque, the temperature-rise, and
the strength of the assembled gearhead.

7. OVER RUN
This is an excessive number of revolutions, expressed
as angular degrees, that the motor makes from the
moment of power shut-off until the motor stops.

8. GEAR HEAD

a. Gear Ratio
■ This is a ratio that the gearhead decelerates the

number of rotations of the motor.
■ The number of rotations of the motor at the output axis

of the gearhead is 1/Gear Ratio. The gear ratio has
tow kinds of rates in order to make the number of
rotations of gearhead's output shaft in the motor
between 50Hz and 60Hz equal each other. The one
set of ratios are 3, 5, 7.5, 12.5, 15 ... and the other set
ratios are 1.2 times of the former set, that is, 3.6, 6, 9,
15, 18, .... 

■ The number of rotations for the gearhead's output
shaft is almost the same between the gear ratio of 3 in
the area that uses 50Hz and the gear ratio of 3.6 in
the area of 60Hz.

■ Naturally, any gearhead is allowed to use either in
50Hz area or 60Hz.Maximum Ambient Torque

b. Maximum Ambient Torque
■ This is a torque with a maximum load imposed on the

gearhead.
■ Since this torque is determined by the mechanical

factors such as material and size of the gear and
pinion used with the gearhead, it varies depending on
the type of gearhead and gear ratio.

c. SERVICE  FACTOR
■This is a coefficient used to estimate the lifetime of the

gearhead.
■This is an empirically determined value based on the

results of the lifetime test conducted under the given
load and the conditions of use.      

d. Delivery Efficiency Rate
■ This is an efficiency rate when the torque is amplified

by connection the gearhead to the motor and it is
represented by percentage(%). It is determined by the
resistance of the lubricant as well as the friction of
pinion and gear used with the gearhead.

■ The delivery efficiency rate is 90% for each gear.
Therefore it would have efficiency rate, 81% for the
2nd gear, 73% for the 3rd gear, 66% for the 4th gear,
59% for the 5th gear. If gear ratio is higher, the
number of gear will increase and the efficiency rate
will decrease.

e. Overhung Load
■ This is a load received vertical to the gearhead's

output shaft.
■ The maximum overhung load at the gearhead is

called the ambient overhung load. The value varies
depending on the type of the gearhead and the
distance from the end of the shaft to the gearhead.

■ This includes tensile force in using belt working.

f. Thrust Load 
■ This is a load received horizontal to the gearhead's

output shaft.
■ The maximum thrust load at the gearhead is called

the ambient thrust load. The value varies depending
on the type of the gearhead. 

ⅣⅣ..  MOTOR TEMPERATURE RISE

1. Motor Temperature Rise and Insulation
■The motor generates heat when current flows. The heat is an

electrical loss generated by the copper loss of the motor's
conducting section, and the core loss developed when the iron
core gets magnetized.  

■The heat is generated by the frictional loss and the machanical
loss caused by the air friction, etc.

■Some of the heat generated in the motor is accumulated inside
the motor, and the rest is released to the outside by means of
radiation, convention, and conduction.

■While the motor is running, the temperature difference between
the heat loss generated inside the motor and the heat released
to the outside of the motor is referred to as a temperature rise.

■While the motor is running, the heat is generated and as a result
the temperature rises, and the part that has the highest
temperature in the motor is a winding section. Therefore, the use
of the motor is restricted from the ambient temperature as well as
the temperature of the motor itself.

■The limitations on use of a motor by the insulation class are
shown in the table below.

■Although the temperature rises while the motor is operating, the
motor is such designed that it can prevent the temperature from
rising up above the maximum ambient temperature shown in the
table above.

■ Most of our motors belong to Class E, while the motor for UL
certification is Class A. If the induction motor is running
continuously for 2 to 3 hours since it is started, its temperature
may reach a saturation point and since then, the temperature

stays constant below the specified maximum allowable
temperature. The reversible motor is rated for 30 minutes
continuous operation, but the operating time cam be varied
depending on the load and the operating mode (how often the
operation is on and off, and so on). Therefore, if the motor is
used at the temperature below the specified maximum allowable
temperature, the operating hours can be extended.

2.  Ambient Temperature
It is advised to use the motor at the ambient temperature
between -10 and +50 If the motor is operating in an
environment of the temperature higher than the
maximum ambient temperature or inside a house, the
heat emitted by the increased temperature of the motor
is added to the ambient temperature so that the lifetime
of the winding coil and the ball bearing shortens
significantly. The operation of the motor in a too low
temperature environment also causes problems
associated with starting of the motor. In addition, the
decrease of the interrelative influence of the gearhead's
lubricating grease and the ball bearing causes the
frictional torque to be increased. As a result, the motor
does not get started or takes longer time to start. 

3. Method of Measuring Temperature Rise in   Motor
A thermocouple of temperature multipoint reorder is
attached at the center of the housing (the motor case) in
order to check the housing temperature saturation
caused by the heat the motor releases. The difference of
the saturated temperature and the ambient temperature
is called a temperature rise and the unit of th temperature
is deg.In general, the part that has a highest temperature
in the motor is a winding section. The maximum ambient
temperature of the winding section is specified as K.S.
standards for each type of insulation material.

120f [rpm]
P

Ns =

120×60
= 1800[rpm]

4
Ns =

120×50
= 1500[rpm]

4
Ns =

Ns-N
or N= Ns×(1-S)

Ns
S =

Type of
Insulation

Class Y

Class A

Class E

Class B

Class F

Class H

Class C

90℃

105℃

120℃

130℃

155℃

155℃

180℃
over

Description

Made of materials like cotton, silk, and paper.
Materials not impregnated in varnishes or oils.

Made of the same kinds of materials as
described in Class Y.
Materials impregnated in varnishes or oils 

Polyurethane resin for enamel wire, epoxy
resin, accumulated cotton material, and
accumulated paper material. 

Materials made of mica, asbestos, glass fiber
using adhesive agent.

Made of the same kinds of materials as
described in Class B using adhesive agent
such as silicon alkaloid resin, etc.

Made of the same kinds o materials as
described in Class B and F with silicon resin or
equivalent materials. 

Made solely by original mica, asbestos, or
ceramic, or together with adhesive agent.

Max. 
Allowable

Temperature
Remark

120×60
4
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■ The temperature rise can be derived rom the following 
equation.

R1 : Resistance of winding before the temperature rise
test 

R2 : Resistance of winding after the temperature rise test
T1 : Ambient temperature before the temperature rise

test
T2 : Ambient temperature after the temperature rise test
234.5 : Temperature coefficient of the copper wire

■The temperature of the motor rises further if the motor
is frequently stopped and re-started, or the direction of
the rotation is frequently reversed, or the
instantaneous stoppage is frequent. The lower the
temperature of the motor is, the longer the lifetime of
the motor.

■During the operation of the motor, the temperature of
the housing (motor case) surface may rise or go up
above 90℃ but it is not an anomaly. Thus, care should
be taken, because careless touching of the motor or
bringing of a flammable substance near to the motor
may result in an accident.

4. Overheat Protection Device
i. Thermally Protection Device
■Some of our motors include a built-in T/P (Thermal

Protection) device, which is an overheat protection
device, in a winding section to protect the motor from
being damaged when the motor is overheating or the
temperature around rises during the operation.
Especially, UL conformance products and CE marked
products have a built-in T/P device. Our K7, K8, and
K9, which are UL conformance motors and CE
marked motors, have a built-in T/P device, and
"Thermally Protected" sign is indicated in the name
plate. If the T/P sign in the name plate is shown in the
motor intended for the domestic market, it has a built-in
T/P.  

■ This T/P employed a heat sensing bimetal to facilitate
the opening and closing of the contact point. This is an
automatic reset type, meaning that it shuts off the
circuit when an abnormal temperature is detected and
that it returns to the original state when the
temperature returns to a normal level.

ii. Impedance Protected Type
■ The impedance protected motor is designed to

increase the impedance of the winding to reduce the
increment of (input) current in order to prevent the
temperature from rising up above the maximum
ambient temperature even when the motor is
restrained. The maximum ambient temperature is 150
℃ at the restraint for Class A UL products. (Our
motor for UL certification is Class A.)

■The sign "Impedance Protected" or "ZP" is shown in
the name plate of the motor. The UL certified model of
our K6 motor belongs to this category.

■In designing an automatic machine and any other
instrument, the reliability of parts, especially the
reliability of a motor, plays an important role. And the
use of standardized parts or components makes
designing an manufacturing easy and reliable.
Therefore, the countries throughout the world have
their own established standards and legally put them in
effect.       

ⅠⅠ..  DOMESTIC STANDARDS

1. KS Standards (Korea Industrial Standards)
■KS standards, that is, Korean Industrial Standards,

were established as the national standards after gone
through the investigations and reviews of the industrial
standards review committee based on the industrial
standardization law on September 30th, 1961. 

■KS standards provide the provisions on the
technological terms, symbols, measurements, kinds,
shapes, test, analyses, inspection methods, designs,
materials, productions, packing methods, and so on
across various disciplines as shown in the table below.

Note)  The motor related standards are as follows.   
o KSC-4201 : Calculation method of characteristic of a      

three-phase induction motor 
o KSC-4202 : General low voltage three-phase induction motors 
o KSC-4203 : General high voltage three-phase induction motors
o KSC-4204 : General single-phase induction motors  
o KSC-4205 : Starting class of induction motors

2. Safety Management Laws on Electrical Products
■ The safety management laws on the electric products

were established by the Presidential Order in 1974 to
prescribe the regulations on manufacturing, sales, and
usage of the propose of eliminating the possible
dangers and damages resulted by the poor quality
electrical products.    

■ The electrical products are divided into class 1 and
class 2. The class1 electrical products require the
registration of the electrical product manufacturing
business and the approval of the electrical product
specifications. The class w electrical products need
reporting only.

■The foreign manufacturers also require the registration
of the electrical product manufacturing business and
the approval of the electrical product specifications.

R2-R1
= (234.5+T1)-(T2-T1)

R1
△t (deg) =

[ Overview of Motor's
Standard Certification ]

Division Division Symbol Division Symbol Division Symbol

Basis A Machine B Electricity C Metal D

Mining E Con-
struction F Daily

Necessities G Food H

Textile K Ceramic L Chemistry M Medicine P

Trans-
portation

R Ship
building V Aero-

space W

Symbol

IIII.. JAPANESE STANDARDS
■For the motor, there are many specifications and standards

in Japan. The followings are brief explanations on some of
the standards commonly used in Japan. 

1. JIS Standards (Japan Industrial Standards)
■Based on the stadardization law, JIS standards wee reviewed

by Japanese industrial standards investigation committee and
established as the national standards. Standards office of
industry and technology institution for Japanese Ministry of
Communication and Industry belongs to a general office of the
investigation committee for Japanese standards.

Note) The followings are the standards directly related to the motors.
■JISC-4004 : General rules for rotary electrical machines
■JISC-4202 : High voltage (3000V) three-phase induction motors
■JISC-4203 : General single-phase induction motors
■JISC-4204 : Starting class of induction motors
■JISC-4207 : Calculation method of characteristic of three-phase 

induction motors
■JISC-4210 : General low voltage three-phase squirrel-cage induction

motors
■JISC-4211 : Provisions for low voltage three-phase induction motors
■JISC-0903 : General rules for general explosion-proof structure

electrical machine
■JISC-0905 : General explosion-proof structure of electrical machines 

for power
※ In JISC, C stands for electricity related matters. B stands for

machines, G for iron and steel, S for daily necessities, Z for basic
things, and so forth, and there are all 17 divisions.

2. Electrical Product Management Laws 
■ The electrical product management laws were legislated to

prevent the possible damages and dangers that may be
incurred by the poor quality electrical products. The laws
provide prescriptions on the matters associated with the
registration of the electrical product manufacturing business
the approval of the product specifications, the illegal electrical
product manufacturing, sale, and use.

■The electrical product management law divides the electrical
products into class A and class B depending on how heavily
the product uses electricity. Only the class A products need to
show an approval mark under the electrical product
management laws, and the class B products do not need the
mark.

ⅢⅢ.. AMERICAN STANDARDS

1. UL (Underwriters Laboratories Inc.) Standards
■As a non-profit foundation established by American fire

insurance company association in 1894, Underwriters
Laboratories Inc. is a worldwide prestigious inspection
organization.

■The purpose of this organization is to provide test, research,
inspection, approval, an certification in relation with the safety
of machines, instruments, and materials protect the human
life and property from fire and other accident. The scope is
limited to the general products such as electronic application
devices, motor application devices, and electronic parts and
components. Most of the U.S. states, however, do not allow
the product to be put on sale unless it is approved by UL.
Even if the sale is allowed, he consumers themselves

purchase only UL approved products because of the
provisions exempting an American fire insurance company
from the liability of the fire if the product without an UL mark is
involved with the fire. Thus any product to be sold in America
should get an approval from UL.

Note) The motor related standards are as follows.
■ UL-73    : Standards for motors - Operated appliances
■ UL-94 : Test of flammability of plastic materials
■ UL-507  : Electric fans
■ UL-519  : Impedance protected motors  
■ UL-547  : Thermal protected motors
■ UL-674  : Electric motors and generators
■ UL-845  : Motor control centers
■ UL-1004 : Electric motors

2.  NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers
Association) Standards
■Established by American electrical manufacturers

association, NEMA standards for the motor are titled
as MG-1 "Motors and Generators".

ⅣⅣ.. CANADIAN STANDARDS

1. CSA (Canadian Standards Association) Standards
■CSA standards were established by Canadian

electrical manufacturers association and CSA is a non-
profit organization.

■CSA standards have legal force, prohibiting the sale or
use of the products, including electrical instruments,
electrical parts, gas, kerosene fuel equipment, and
safety evices, that were not approved by CSA for
protection of the human life and property from the fire
and other accidents. Thus CSA establishes standards
as required for the inspection of parts for the safety.

■And CSA was approved as a national test laboratory
(NRTL) in America by U.S. Occupation Safety Health
Administration (OSHA), and if a CSA-conformance
product is approved by NRTL, then the product can
attach the NRTL-added CSA mark on it to sell or use it
in America.

Note) The motor related standards are as follows.
■ C22.2 NO. 77   : Motors with inherent overheating protection
■ C22.2 NO. 100 : Motors and generators
■ C22.2 NO. 113 : Fans and ventilators

1. IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission
Publication) Standards

■ IEC standards, as internationally recommended
standards, not only prescribe the motor related items
such as insulation, series of mounting sizes and series
of shaft, but also prescribe boarder spectrum including
electricity and machine. They are defined to facilitate
the practical use in reality.

■ Therefore, the current motor-related JIS and KS
standards are established on the basis of IEC
specifications.
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2. ISO-9000 Standards
■ISO-9000 standards are the international standards

established by ISO (International Organization of
Standards) in 1987 based on English standards BS
5750 and American standards ANSI (American
National Standards) Z, 1 and 15. The organization
provides an international evaluation and approval of
the overall quality of the products and services the
suppliers supply to the end users.

① FLANGE (FRONT)
■ The flange and the housing (frame, braket) are a

single body type, and this is proceeded with precision.
This plays an important part to attach the motor alone
or combine the gearhead.

② STATOR
■ The roles of the stator are to generate magnetic field,   

form the rotation, and make the rotor operate.
■ This is made up of an iron core, a magnet wire, a lead

wire, an insulator.

③ HOUSING(PAINTING)
■ The housing forms motor's exterior covering. Its

precise process, aesthetic shape, and structure are
excellent. This is an important part to support the shaft
in order to make the stator be positioned exactly and
the rotor rotate well.

■ The material is aluminum die casting , iron drawing, or
press. Our standard geared motors are made of
aluminum die casting.  

④ ROTOR 
The rotor plays an important role to convert the electrical
energy received from the stator into the mechanical
energy, which is then transferred from the shaft to the
outside.

■The rotor consists of an iron core, an end-ring, and an
aluminum bar.

⑤ SHAFT
■The role of the shaft is to pass the mechanical output

generated in the rotor to the outside. Therefore, the
rotor should have both electrical function and
mechanical strength. And so we use the shaft which is
cut from a strong steel.  

⑥ BALL BEARING

■ The ball bearing  ensues that the rotor remains at the
right position for the reliability and the fast rotational
motion. The induction motor has a narrow air-gap (a
gap between a stator and a rotor) so that a great care
should be taken to the bearing when using it.
Especially, the standard geared motors have a
narrower air gap than the general induction motors.

■ The ball bearing consists of inner wheels, outer
wheels, vibrating bodies, and retainers. In general, the
ball bearing has many types, but the small an medium
motors mostly use deep groove ball bearings.

※ Note) The single track deep groove ball bearing is a
representative type among the rolling bearings
and the usage is various. The groove of the
track established at both inner and outer wheels
is shaped like an arch of a radius that is a little
larger than the radius of the rolling ball. This
bearing can withstand the load in any direction
except for the load in the rolling and axial
directions. The low frictional torque makes this
bearing most suitable for the low noise and low
vibration applications. In addition to the open
type bearing, there is a shielded bearing or a
rubber sealed bearing, or a bearing with a snap
ring attached to an outside diameter of an outer
wheel. Generally, a press retainer is used.

⑦ LEAD WIRE
■The lead wire takes responsibility for supplying power

source to the stator. The lead wire of all models for a
single-phase induction motor and a three-phase 220V
or less voltage motor are UL STYLE NO. 3266 AWG
NO. 20. 

II ..   TYPE OF GEARHEAD

1. 2 spindles running parallel with each other : 
Spur Gear, Helical Gear, Internal Gear, etc.

2. 2 spindles crossing each other at a point : 
Bevel Gear, etc.

3. 2 spindles missing each other :
Crossed Helical Gear, Worm Gear, etc.

IIII.. CHARACTERISTICS OF GEARHEAD

1. What is a Gearhead
■The gearhead is an instrumental device that not only

reduces the revolution speed of the motor but also
makes a torque change according to the gear ratio.

2.  Characteristics of Gearhead
■Low noise type with big delivery capability
■Precise revolution speed according to the reduction

ratio   
■Good durability within the permissible torque 
■Wide spectrum of reduction ratio according to

necessary speed

3.  Gearhead Ratio
■The gear ratio in the engaging gears is a value

obtained by dividing the number of teeth in the driven
gear by the number of teeth in the driving gear.

■We have gone through precision process for the motor
shaft and the helical gear, and as a result, we could
make a remarkable reduction in noise level to 10dB.
We have 20 types of gearhead, including dedicated
gearhead of 1/3~1/180, which can be easily connected
with the motor.

■If you need a ratio greater than 1/180, you can use
inter-decimal gearhead (1/10).

4. Types of Gearhead
■Our gearheads are grossly divided into □60mm, 

□70mm, □80mm, and □90mm depending on the
flange size.

< General type of Gearhead>

□80㎜ GEAR HEAD

K8      G   □ B   (C)
① ② ③ ④

① means that the flange size is □80mm.
② is the shape of cutting. 
③ is a ratio. There are 20 ratios from 1/3 to 1/180.
④ means a bearing type.

B : All ball bearing types
C : Ball bearing + Metal bearing

If you need a ratio greater than 1/180, you can use an
inter-decimal gearhead K8G10BX(1/10).
K8G is adapted to 25W motor.

[ Motor's Structure ]

[ Overview of Gearhead ]
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<Strong & Super-strong types of Gearhead >

□90㎜ GEAR HEAD

K9       P    □□ B      F(U)
① ② ③ ④ ⑤

① means that the flange size is □90mm.
② is the shape of cutting.
③ is a ratio. There are 20 ratios from 1/3 to 1/180.
④ means a bearing type.

Strong types and super-strong types of
gearheads are only in ball bearing types. 

⑤ is a sign of strong type and super-strong type 

No-Sign : Strong rectangle box type 
F : Strong flange type
U : Super-strong flange type

If you need a ratio greater than 1/180, you can
use a decimal gearhead K9P10BX.
K9P is adapted to 60W or 90W motor.

5. Combination Method of Motor and Gearhead

Care should be given when doing assembly because
only the same letters and numbers can be combined
together.

i. For example, refer to (below Fig.)

* Care should be taken when doing assembly because

only if the size of combing side and the shape of cutting

are the same, they can be combined.

ii. When using a decimal gearhead together, refer to
(below Fig.)

■ If you need bigger gear ratio which can not be got by

gearhead itself, you can use the decimal gearhead.

The number of rotations are reduced by 1/10 but the

ambient torque would not be increased because the

ambient torque already fixed on gearhead.

NUMBER AND DIRECTION OF
ROTATIONS

1. Number of Rotations

■ For the directly assembled gearhead, the number of
rotations is expressed by the following equation.

Ng : Revolutions of a gearhead (rpm)
Nm : Revolutions of a motor (rpm)

i : gear ratio of a gearhead

2.  Direction of Rotations

■ Rotating direction of the output shaft in the
gearhead is either identical or opposite to the
motor's rotating direction depending on the gear
ratio. Refer to (Table 1).

■ In case of using a decimal gearhead (1/10), the
rotating direction is as same as the gearhead's
direction.IV.  

ⅣⅣ..
CALCULATION OF OUTPUT
TORQUE WHEN  HEAD IS
COMBINED

The output torque when the gearhead is combined is
calculated as follows.

TG = TM× i ×η

Tg : Torque of a gearhead's output shaft
Tm : Torque of a motor

i : Reduction ratio of a gearhead
η: Delivery efficiency of a gearhead.

Refer to (Table 2) for delivery efficiency of a gearhead. 

NM

i
NG =

(Table 1) The rotating direction of the output shaft in the gearhead

(Table 2) Delivery Efficiency of Gearhead

Same direction as the motor                                     Opposite direction as the motor

K 8   I    G   2 5 N C     K 8   G   B

the size of
combingside

the shape of
cutting

K8IG25NC K8G10BX K8G B

MOTOR        DECIMAL GEAR HEAD    GEAR HEAD

the size of
combingside

the shape  of
cutting

RATIO

MODEL

K6G□B,C

K7G□B,C

K8G□B,C

K9G□B,C

K9P□B(F)

K9P□BU

3 3.6 5 6 7.5 9 12.5 15 18 25 30 36 50 60 75 90 100 120 150 180

K6G□B,C

K7G□B,C

K8G□B,C

K9G□B,C

K9P□B,BF

K9P□BU

RATIO

MODEL
3 3.6 5 6 7.5 9 12.5 15 18 25 30 36 50 60 75 90 100 120 150 180

81%

81%

66%

66%

73%

73% 59%

Counter clockwise (CCW)  

Clockwise (CW) 

IIIIII



VV.. MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE 
TORQUE OF GEARHEAD

■Although the output torque of the gearhead is
proportional to the ratio, the torque allowable to the
gearhead has a limitation depending on what materials
are used and the other conditions. This is called a
maximum permissible torque and determined based
on the size of the gearhead and the gear ratio.

■For example, when a 40W induction motor and a gear
ratio of 1/180 is combined, the rated torque is 2.6kg ·
cm, which leads to Tg = Tm x i x n = 2.6 x 100 x 0.66 =
308.8kg·cm. Although the calculation turns out to be
308.8kg·cm, the maximum permissible torque for
K9G180B is prescribed as 100kg·cm a shown in 
(Fig. 1) below.

VVII.. GEADHEAD LIFETIME AND
SERVICE FACTOR

■The lifetime of the gearhead is usually determined by
how the shaft is supported. However, since the load
varies in general, the lifetime of the gearhead is
determined by the service factor based on the load.
Refer to (Table 3).

■Rated Lifetime     
If the gearhead is used within the permissible torque,
the rated lifetime of the gearhead is 5,000Hr for the ball
bearing type and 2,000Hr for the metal type. 
In case the gearhead operates as following conditions,
the rated lifetime of the gearhead is the hours that it is
impossible for the motor torque from the output shaft of
the gearhead to convey and the gearhead has to
stopped.    

1. Torque : within the permissible torque
2.  Load : Operating load in a constant direction without    

any load change
3. Operating hours : 8 hours per day
4. Temperature of the bearing : Metal type - 50℃

Ball bearing type - 80℃
The service factor in such case is sf = 1 
If a ball bearing type of gearhead is operating for 24

hours a day, the service factor should be taken into
account. Therefore, a motor and a gearhead which have
biggest permissible torque should be selected. 
(Table 4)

VVIIII.. OVERHUNG LOAD AND THRUST LOAD

■The overhung load is loaded where the places
between more than two supporting mechanisms are
not on the shaft.  

■When a chain, a gear, or a belt is employed as an
output delivery mechanism for the output shaft of a
gearhead, the overhung load is loaded upon the shaft.
(Fig. 4)

■Since the overhung load exerts a load directly on the
gearhead, it affects the life span of the gear.

■The overhung load can be calculated from the
following equation.

W : Overhung load [Kg]
K  : Weight coefficient by driving method (Refer to Table 5)
T : Delivery force [Kg·cm] of a gearhead output shaft
Sf : Service factor (Refer to Table 3)
r : Effective radius of gear, pulley, etc. [cm]

20 21

K×T×f
[Kg]

r
W =

Type of Load

General Load

Light Impact
Load

Medium
Load

Heavy Impact
Load

0.8

1.2

1.5

2.0~2.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5~3.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0~3.5

Example of Load 

Beltconveyor,Continuous
operation in one direction

Frequent starting/operating, 
Frequent CAM driving

Instantaneous reversaloperation,
Instantaneous stopping  

Very frequent occurrence of 
medium impact load operation

SERVICE FACTORY
5hours a day 8hours a day 24hours a day

BALL BEARING TYPE

METAL TYPE

5,000 hour

2,000 hour

Driving Method

CHAIN, SPROCKET

K

1

Gear 1.25

V-BELT 1.5

PLATE-BELT 2.5

(Table 3) Example of Load and Service Factor

(Table 4) Standard Lifetime 

(Table 5) Load Coefficient by Driving Method

(Table 6 ) Permissible Overhung Load and Permissible Thrust Load

MODEL

K6G□B, C

GEAR RATIO
Maximum

Ambient Torque
(kgㆍ㎝)

Permissible
Overhung
Load (kg)

Permissible
Thrust

Load(kg)

3~18

25~180

3~18

25~180

3~18

25~180

3~18

25~180

3~9

12.5~18

25~60

75~180

50~180

1~6

6~30

3~18

20~50

2~25

30~80

4~40

40~100

8~40

40~80

50~200

18~300 40 15

3

4

5

10

15

K7G□B, C

K8G□B, C

K9G□B, C

K9P□B(F)

K9P□BU

NAME PLATE8

12

8

15

10

20

25

30

40

45

50

(Fig. 4) 

(Fig. 1) Maximum Ambient Torque of Gearhead

Note) The maximum permissible torque varies depending on the ratio.
Use an range of permissible torque each for ratio. 

(Fig. 2) (Fig. 3) 

■ If the motor operates with the calculated overhung
load greater than the maximum allowable value in
(Table 6), then care should be taken, because the
damage of the bearing may result in shortening of the
lifetime, the output shaft may bend, the fatigue
deformation may occur due to the repeated load.

■ In such a case, please set up the structure of the
motor as depicted in (Fig. 5) to withstand the overhung
load.

■ Also, if a load should be directly imposed on the output
shaft, please place the load as near to the gearhead as
possible to avoid the one-sided load.

■ If a helical gear or a worm gear is employed as an
output delivery mechanism, make sure not to exceed
both the overhung load and the thrust load
simultaneously.

VVIIIIII.. ASSEMBLY METHOD OF
MOTOR AND GEARHEAD

■To assemble the motor and the gearhead, adjust the
assembling faces together in such a way as shown in
(Fig. 6) and turn slowly to complete the assembly.
When doing the assembly, special care should be
taken neither to exert excessive force on the motor
shaft nor to hit inside of the gearhead. Otherwise, the
gear will get damaged, resulting in a abnormal noise
and a shortened lifetime of the motor.

■When assembling the motor's gearhead, use a
specified bolt of that motor to avoid a gap between the
assembling faces. Refer to (Table 7).

■ For a motor equipped with a cooling fan, leave a
space at least 10cm from the fan cover to prevent the
motor's  intake hole from being clogged. Refer to
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XX ..    FASTENING OF LOAD

■To facilitate fastening a load to the gearhead output
shaft, there is a groove in the key and D-cut in the
smaller gearhead. Refer to (Fig.5).

■In case of D-cut processing, use a clamping bolt to the
D-cut processing area in order to prevent the load from
making racing. Refer to (Fig. 6).

■ In case of key groove processing, make a key groove
in a delivery device such a chain, a pulley, or sprocket
and use a key (Fig. 6), a part, to the key groove in
order to fasten the load.

■ It should not give impact when the gearhead shaft
fasten on delivery device otherwise. It is caused a
damage and shortening the lifetime.

ⅠⅠ.. MOTOR AND INERTIA LOAD

■ The equation to calculate the torque that is required
for the motor to make the inertia load shaft rotating is
as follows.

T : Torque
J  : Inertia moment
w : Angular velocity
t : Time
n : Rotational velocity
GD2 : Flywheel effect [GD2 = 4g] 
g : Gravitational acceleration (g = 9.8[m/sec2]) 
a : Angular acceleration

■In case of an induction motor, the starting torque would
be changed by rotating speed.

■Thus, the average value of it that from the starting
speed to the normal constant speed is called an
average acceleration torque, a value commonly used
in practice.

■The average acceleration torque TA required for the
inertia load GD2 to be accelerated up to the speed
n[r/min] within t[sec] is represented by the following
equation.   

IIII.. CALCULATION OF FLYWHEEL
EFFECT [GD2]

■ In case that a load is acquired through the connection
of a gearhead, the motor shaft component of the load
inertia should be calculated to select the motor.

■ Also, the calculation method of GD2 is different
depending on the type of a load, and the following
table provides GD2 calculation method for each
shape.

[ Calculation of Motor Capacity]

dω
dt

= · = · ·T= Ja= J·
GD²
4g

dω
dt

2π
60

GD²
4g

dn

dt

GD²
[kgf·cm]

37500
TA = ×

n 

t

Circulular Disk

S
h
a
p
e

GD²
Equation

Hollow

GD²=1/2 WD²[Kgf·cm²]
W : Mass(kgf)
D : Outer Diameter(cm)

GD²=1/2W(D²+d²)[Kgf·cm²]
W : Mass(kgf) 
d : Inner Diameter(cm)
D : Outer Diameter(cm)

Sphere

S
h
a
p
e

GD²
Equation

Hexahedron

GD²=2/5 WD²[Kgf·cm²]
W : Mass(kgf)
D : Outer Diameter(cm)

GD²=1/3W(a²+b²)[Kgf·cm²]
W :  Mass (kgf) 
a,b :  Length of Side(cm)

POLE

S
h
a
p
e

GD²
Equation

GD²=W(D²/4+ℓ²/3)[Kgf·cm²]
W : Mass(kgf) 
D : Outer Diameter(cm)
ℓ: Length(cm)

GD²=4/3Wℓ²[Kgf·cm²]

W : Mass(kgf) 
ℓ : Length(cm)

IIXX.. LIST OF GEARHEAD TYPE

GEAR HEAD
SIZE

□60㎜

□70㎜

□80㎜

□90㎜

MOTOR

6W

15W

25W

40W

60W~90W

90W~200W

HEAT
TREATMENT

No

No

No

Yes·No

Yes

No

ALL 
BALL EARING

BEARING TYPE

K6G□B

K7G□B

K8G□B

K9G□B

K9P□B

K9P□BF

K9P□BU

BALL BEARING+
METAL BEARING

K6G□C

K7G□C

K8G□C

K9G□C

-

-

REMARK

BOX TYPE

FLANCE TYPE

HIGH TORQUE TYPE

METAL
BEARING

K6G□M

K7G□M

K8G□M

K9G□M

-

-

--

(Fig. 6)

(Fig. 7)

(Fig. 8)

(Fig. 9)

(Fig. 5)
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■ When the brake motor is used, the inertia moment of a
load has a greater impact on stop time, overrun, and
stop precision. The relationship between the inertia
moment J and the flywheel effect GD2 expressed as
the following equation.   

GD²= 4J [kgf·㎝²]

GD²:  Flywheel Effect
J  :  Inertia Moment

■ When the deceleration is applied using a gearhead,
the motor shaft component of GD2 is represented by
1/(Gear Ratio)2. The equation is as follows.

GDM²: Motor Axis Component of GD2

GDL ²: Assembled Load of GD2 on Gearhead
i     : Reduction Ratio of a Gearhead

■For example, if a gearhead with a ratio of 1/18 is used
and the inertia of a load (GDL2) is 1000[kgf·cm2], the
component of the motor shaft is

■If converted to Sl units of the inertia moment, the inertia
moment is expressed as l in Sl units and this is
represented as an equation below. 

■g : Gravitational Acceleration 9.80665 [m/sec2]

[Eplicit Calculation Method   
of Motor Capacity]

■ The following explanations describe how the required
capacity for a motor can be calculated. We explained
here is a basic equation in a general circumstance.
Hence, when selecting a motor in reality, the following
points should be taken into consideration. The
acceleration at starting time, the power required for an
instantaneously imposing large load, or the safety
measures implemented at design and manufacturing
levels, and the impact of changing voltage.

ⅠⅠ..   ROLLING UP A LOAD

W : Weight[kgf] 

V : Speed [m/min]

η: Efficiency[%]

ⅡⅡ..  OPERATION INERTIA MASS

Pg = 1.027 N T [W]
(GD²includes the rotor's disk wheel effect)

N : Revolutions per minute [rpm]

T : TORQUE [Nm×10²]

GD²: DISK WHEEL  effect [kgf ㎝²]

t : time[sec]

ⅢⅢ..   BELT CONVEYOR

no-load power P1 = 9.8μWVηℓ[W]

horizontal power

vertical power

ℓ: Length of conveyor  [m]

W : Mass of belt in unit length [kgf/m]

μ: Coefficient of friction

V : Speed of a belt [m/sec]

Q : Quantity of transportation[kgf/h]

η: Efficiency [%]

H : Difference in height of both ends 

of a slanted conveyor[m]

ⅣⅣ. MOVING AN OBJECT   HORIZONTALLY
ON THE SURFACE

W : Weight [kgf]
V : Speed[m/min]
μ: Coefficient of friction 

1
× GDL²[kgf·㎝²]

i²
GDM =

1
× 1000 = 3.1 [kgf·cm²]

182
GDM =

GD²
[kgf·cm²]

4g
I =

Linear Motion (Horizontal) Linear Motion (Vertical)

S
h
a
p
e

GD²
Equation

GD²=WD²[Kgf·cm²]=WV²/πN²
V:Conveyor Speed(cm/min)
N:Drum Rotational Speed(rpm) 
W:Weight Over Conveyor (kgf)
D:Drum Outside Diameter(cm)
(Not included GD2 for belt 
and drum)

GD²=WD²[Kgf·cm²]

W : Mass(kgf) 

D : Diameter(cm)

Gearhead Operation of Ball Screw

S
h
a
p
e

GD²
Equation

GD²of Arbitrary shaft

S
h
a
p
e

GD²
Equation

a-axis component of tataGD²
GD²a= GD²1+(n2/n1)×GD²2

[Kgf·cm²]
n1:Rotational speed of a-axis
n2:Rotational speed pf b-axis
Reduction ratio is na/n2(i >1)

GD²=GD1²+WP²/π[Kgf·cm²]
GD²1: BALL SCREW의 GD²
P: BALL SCREW의 PITCH[cm]
W : Total weight of table 

and work 

GD²=GD²×4WS²[Kgf·cm²]
D: Diameter(cm) W : Mass(Kgf)
S: Radius of Rotation(cm) 

WV
[W]

6.12
Pg= ×

100

η

GD²
[N·m×10²]

37500
T= ×

N

t

100 [W](P1+P2+P3)×
η

Pg =

μQℓ
[W]

367
P2 = 

μWV
[W]

6.12
Pg = 

QH
[W]

367
P3 = ±

W
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ⅤⅤ.. DRIVING A BALL SCREW

1.  Moving Horizontally

an external load

a pre-loaded load

F : Cutting force [kgf]

W : Work Mass + Table Mass [kgf]

μ: Coefficient of sliding friction in the slide guie 

surface [0.01]

ℓ: Lead of a ball screw [m]

η: Efficiency of Ball screw[0.9]

Fa0 : Pre-load weight [kgf]

k : Internal friction coefficient of a pre-load nut[0.1~0.3]

N2 : Revolutionary speed of a ball screw [r/min]

2. Moving Up and Down

Pg = P1 + P2 [W]

an external load

a pre-loaded load

W1 : Work Mass [kgf]
W2 : Table Mass [kgf]
L1 : Distance between a ball screw center 

and a work center [m]
L2 : Distance between a ball screw center and

a table center [m]
L0 : Distance between the both of table centers 
μ : Coefficient of sliding friction in the slide 

guide surface [0.01]
ℓ : Lead of a ball screw [m]
η : Efficiency of a ball screw [0.9]
Fa0 : Pre-load weight [kgf]
k   : Internal friction coefficient of a pre-load nut [0.1~ 0.3]
N2 : Revolutionary speed of a ball screw [r/min]     

(F+μW)·ℓ
[W]1.027N2×

2πη
P1 =

Fao·ℓ
[W]1.027N2k×

2π
P2 =

[W]1.027n2
(F +μW) ℓ

2πη
P1 =

[kgf]
W1 L1 + W2 L2

Lo
W=

[W]
Fao ℓ

1.027 N2·K
2π

P2 =
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